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Abstract

Vision-and-language navigation (VLN) is the task to en-
able an embodied agent to navigate to a remote location
following the natural language instruction in real scenes.
Most of the previous approaches utilize the entire fea-
tures or object-centric features to represent navigable can-
didates. However, these representations are not efficient
enough for an agent to perform actions to arrive the tar-
get location. As knowledge provides crucial information
which is complementary to visible content, in this paper, we
propose a Knowledge Enhanced Reasoning Model (KERM)
to leverage knowledge to improve agent navigation ability.
Specifically, we first retrieve facts (i.e., knowledge described
by language descriptions) for the navigation views based on
local regions from the constructed knowledge base. The re-
trieved facts range from properties of a single object (e.g.,
color, shape) to relationships between objects (e.g., action,
spatial position), providing crucial information for VLN. We
further present the KERM which contains the purification,
fact-aware interaction, and instruction-guided aggregation
modules to integrate visual, history, instruction, and fact
features. The proposed KERM can automatically select and
gather crucial and relevant cues, obtaining more accurate
action prediction. Experimental results on the REVERIE,
R2R, and SOON datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method. The source code is available at
https://github.com/XiangyangLi20/KERM .

1. Introduction

Vision-and-language navigation (VLN) [3,12,23,24,36,
38] is one of the most attractive embodied AI tasks, where
agents should be able to understand natural language in-
structions, perceive visual content in dynamic 3D environ-
ments, and perform actions to navigate to the target loca-
tion. Most previous methods [9,15,22,31,34] depend on se-
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Figure 1. Illustration of knowledge related navigable candidates,
which provides crucial information such as attributes and relation-
ships between objects for VLN. Best viewed in color.

quential models (e.g., LSTMs and Transformers) to contin-
uously receive visual observations and align them with the
instructions to predict actions at each step. More recently,
transformer-based architectures [5, 7, 25] which make use
of language instructions, current observations, and histori-
cal information have been widely used.

Most of the previous approaches utilize the entire fea-
tures [5,12,13,25] or object-centric features [1,7,10,20] to
represent navigable candidates. For example, Qi et al. [22]
and Gao et al. [10] encode discrete images within each
panorama with detected objects. Moudgil et al. [20] utilize
both object-level and scene-level features to represent visual
observations. However, these representations are not effi-
cient enough for an agent to navigate to the target location.
For example, as shown in Figure 1, there are three candi-
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dates. According to the instruction and the current location,
candidate2 is the correct navigation. Based on the entire
features of a candidate view, it is hard to select the correct
one, as candidate2 and candidate3 belong to the same cat-
egory (i.e., “dining room”). Meanwhile, it is also hard to
differentiate them from individual objects, as “lamp” and
“light” are the common components for them.

As humans make inferences under their knowledge [11],
it is important to incorporate knowledge related to navigable
candidates for VLN tasks. First, knowledge provides cru-
cial information which is complementary to visible content.
In addition to visual information, high-level abstraction of
the objects and relationships contained by knowledge pro-
vides essential information. Such information is indispens-
able to align the visual objects in the view image with the
concepts mentioned in the instruction. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, with the knowledge related to candidate2 (i.e., <light
hanging over kitchen island>), the agent is able to navigate
to the target location. Second, the knowledge improves the
generalization ability of the agent. As the alignment be-
tween the instruction and the navigable candidate is learned
in limited-seen environments, leveraging knowledge ben-
efits the alignment in the unseen environment, as there is
no specific regularity for target object arrangement. Third,
knowledge increases the capability of VLN models. As
rich conceptual information is injected into VLN models,
the correlations among numerous concepts are learned. The
learned correlations are able to benefit visual and language
alignment, especially for tasks with high-level instructions.

In this work, we incorporate knowledge into the VLN
task. To obtain knowledge for view images, facts (i.e.,
knowledge described by language descriptions) are re-
trieved from the knowledge base constructed on the Vi-
sual Genome dataset [16]. The retrieved facts by CLIP
[26] provide rich and complementary information for vi-
sual view images. And then, a knowledge enhanced rea-
soning model (KERM) which leverages knowledge for suf-
ficient interaction and better alignment between vision and
language information is proposed. Especially, the proposed
KERM consists of a purification module, a fact-aware inter-
action module, and an instruction-guided aggregation mod-
ule. The purification model aims to extract key informa-
tion in the fact representations, the visual region representa-
tions, and the historical representations respectively guided
by the instruction. The fact-aware interaction module al-
lows visual and historical representations to obtain the in-
teraction of the facts with cross-attention encoders. And
the instruction-guided aggregation module extracts the most
relevant components of the visual and historical representa-
tions according to the instruction for fusion.

We conduct the experiments on three VLN datasets, i.e.,
the REVERIE [24], SOON [36], and R2R [3]. Our ap-
proach outperforms state-of-the-art methods on all splits of

these datasets under most metrics. The further experimental
analysis demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We incorporate region-centric knowledge to compre-
hensively depict navigation views in VLN tasks. For
each navigable candidate, the retrieved facts (i.e.,
knowledge described by language descriptions) are
complementary to visible content.

• We propose the knowledge enhanced reasoning model
(KERM) to inject fact features into the visual represen-
tations of navigation views for better action prediction.

• We conduct extensive experiments to validate the ef-
fectiveness of our method and show that it outperforms
existing methods with a better generalization ability.

2. Related Work
Vision-and-Language Navigation. VLN [3, 6, 7, 14, 25,
31, 33, 34] has drawn significant research interests because
of its practicality for potential applications (e.g., healthcare
robots and personal assistants). Given natural language in-
structions (e.g., step-by-step instructions [3, 17], high-level
instructions [24, 36], and dialog-based instructions [32]),
VLN tasks require the agent to navigate to the goal location.
Early methods [9, 34, 37] usually utilize recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) to encode historical observations and ac-
tions, which are represented as a state vector. To make fur-
ther advances, numerous approaches focus on incorporating
more visual information. For example, Hong et al. [14] pro-
pose to learn the relationships among the scene, objects, and
directional clues. In order to capture environment layouts,
Wang et al. [33] employ topological maps to memorize the
percepts during navigation, supporting long-term planning.

Inspired by the big success of vision-and-language pre-
training (VLP) [26, 30], more recent approaches utilize
transformer-based architectures. Hao et al. [13] propose
PREVALENT which pretrains the navigation model under
the self-learning paradigm. To learn general navigation-
oriented textual representations, AirBERT [12] and HM3D-
AutoVLN [6] create large-scale VLN data to improve the
interaction between different modalities. VLNBERT [15]
injects a recurrent function into cross-modal structures to
maintain time-dependent state information. HAMT [5] con-
catenates language instructions, historical and current ob-
servations, and then feed them into a cross-modal trans-
former to derive multi-modal action prediction. DUET
[7] combines local observations and the global topologi-
cal map via graph transformers, facilitating action planning
and cross-modal understanding. In this work, we leverage
mined knowledge (i.e., retrieved facts) of viewpoint images
to improve the generalization ability and facilitate the align-
ment between vision and language for VLN.
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Figure 2. The overall pipeline. (a) The baseline method uses a dual-scale graph transformer to encode the panoramic view, the topological
map, and the instruction for action prediction. (b) Our approach incorporates retrieved facts as additional input. The knowledge enhanced
representations of each candidate view are obtained with the purification module, the fact-aware interaction module, and the instruction-
guided aggregation module. Best viewed in color.

Vision-Language Reasoning with External Knowledge.
There has been growing attention to incorporating exter-
nal knowledge for multi-modal understanding and reason-
ing [10, 21, 28]. ConceptNet [29] and DBpedia [4] are
widely used knowledge bases where concepts and relation-
ships are represented with nodes and edges respectively.
The structured knowledge can be represented with graph
neural networks or graph transformers, enabling interaction
within visual and linguistic features. Based on acquired
knowledge, KE-GAN [21] utilizes the knowledge relation
loss to re-optimize parsing results. CKR [10] leverages rela-
tionships among concepts according to ConceptNet to learn
correlations among rooms and object entities. Another line
of work employs unstructured knowledge which is retrieved
from knowledge bases such as Wiktionary [19]. For ex-
ample, K-LITE [28] enriches natural language supervision
with knowledge descriptions, thus learning image represen-
tations that can understand both visual concepts and their
knowledge. In this work, we leverage the knowledge that
provides complementary and necessary information for the
view images to benefit VLN tasks.

3. Method

We address VLN in discrete environments [3, 24, 36].
The environment is provided with a navigation connectiv-
ity graph G,= {V, E}, where V denotes navigable nodes

and E denotes edges. Given natural language instructions,
the agent needs to explore the environment to reach the tar-
get locations. L̂ = {l̂i}Mi=1 denotes the word embeddings of
the instruction containing M words. At step t, the agent
observes a panoramic view of its current node Vt. The
panoramic view contains 36 single views St = {si}36i=1,
and each single view is represented by a vector si accom-
panied with its orientation. The navigable views of Vt are
a subset of St. For tasks with object grounding [24, 36], N
object features Ot = {oi}Ni=1 for a panorama are extracted
with annotated bounding boxes or object detectors [2].

3.1. Overview of Our Approach

The baseline follows the architecture of DUET [7], as il-
lustrated in Figure 2(a). A topological map is constructed
over time by adding newly observed information to the map
and updating visual representations of its nodes. Specifi-
cally, Gt = {Vt, Et} denotes the topological map at step t,
Gt ∈ G is the map of the environment after t navigation
steps. As shown in Figure 2(a), there are three kinds of
nodes in Vt: visited nodes (i.e., nodes with solid black bor-
der), the current node (i.e., the node with solid red border),
and navigable nodes (i.e., nodes with dashed black border).
Then at each step, all the features of the 36 single views for
the current location, the topological map, and the instruc-
tion are fed into the dual-scale graph transformer to predict
the next location in the map or the stop action.
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Our model which leverages knowledge to obtain contex-
tualized representation is illustrated in Figure 2(b). First,
facts that provide complementary information to the visual
features of each discrete view are retrieved. Then, the in-
struction, the topological map, the visual view features, and
the corresponding facts are fed into the purification mod-
ule, the fact-aware interaction module, and the instruction-
guided aggregation module gradually to form knowledge
enhanced representations. At last, the dual-scale graph
transformer [7] is utilized to predict the action.

3.2. Fact Acquisition

To navigate to the target location, high-level abstraction
of the objects and relationships by natural language pro-
vides essential information which is complementary to vi-
sual features. Such information is indispensable to model
the relevance between the visual objects and concepts men-
tioned in instructions, facilitating the matching between
candidate views and instructions. We first construct a
knowledge base and then use the pretrained multi-modal
model CLIP [26] to retrieve facts for each view.

Knowledge Base Construction. The knowledge base is
the source of relevant facts that describe the visual re-
gion. In order to obtain the rich and varied descriptions,
similar to [18], we parse the region descriptions from the
Visual Genome [16] dataset to construct the knowledge
base. Specifically, in the Visual Genome dataset, the parsed
attribute annotations take the form of “attribute-object”
pairs and the parsed relationship annotations take the form
of “subject-predicate-object” triplets. We convert all of
the “attribute-object” pairs and “subject-predicate-object”
triplets to their synset canonical forms. After removing du-
plicates, we totally get 630K facts expressed by language
descriptions that are used to build our knowledge base.

Fact Retrieval. Our main goal is to obtain facts for the
view images when navigating in the environment. To this
end, we crop each view image into five sub-regions (as
shown in Figure 3) and retrieve facts for these sub-regions
from the knowledge base. In order to retrieve relevant facts
for the visual sub-region, we use the pretrained model CLIP
[26]. It consists of an image encoder CLIP-I and a text en-
coder CLIP-T that encode image and text into a joint em-
bedding space. We use the CLIP-T to encode all facts in the
knowledge base as the search keys. The visual sub-regions
are encoded by the CLIP-I as the queries. We then search
in the knowledge base for the facts with the top-k highest
cosine similarity scores. For each sub-region, we keep five
facts with the top-5 highest cosine scores as the knowledge.
Some examples of the top-5 results are shown in Figure 3.

<cabinet surrounds television>
<console table by television>
<on built-in shelf television>
<console table next to television>
<drawer on entertainment center>

<shelf are filled with glassware> 
<displayed liquor>
<bottle sitting barroom>
<glassware on shelf>
<barroom in display>

Figure 3. Five cropped sub-regions of the view image and the
retrieved top-5 facts for the sub-region in the blue box.

3.3. Knowledge Enhanced Reasoning

At each step t, the visual features, the history features,
the instruction features, and the fact features are fed into our
proposed knowledge enhanced reasoning model (KERM)
to support better action prediction, as shown in Figure
2(b). Specifically, for each single view n, the visual fea-
tures Rn = {ri}5i=1 are composed of 5 sub-regions where
each sub-region ri is encoded by CLIP-I. The fact features
En = {ei}25i=1 are the total fact representations, where each
fact ei is encoded by CLIP-T. To represent historical infor-
mation and the layout of the explored environment, the his-
tory features Hn which are composed of all the node repre-
sentations of the topological map Gt are also employed. As
the same in [7], word embeddings L̂ are fed into a multi-
layer transformer to obtain the instruction features L.

3.3.1 Purification Module

Due to the complexity of the navigation environment, a
large number of fact features within each view are not all
needed by the agent to complete the current navigation task.
The agent needs more critical, highly correlated knowledge
with the current navigation instruction to understand and
characterize the environment image. Therefore, we propose
an instruction-aware fact purification module that aims to
filter out less relevant information and capture critical in-
formation that is closely related to the current navigation
task. Specifically, we first evaluate the relevance of each
fact in the view to each token of navigation instruction by
computing the fact-instruction relevance matrix A as:

A =
(EnW1)(LW2)

T

√
d

(1)

where W1 and W2 are learned parameters and d is the di-
mension of features. After this, we compute the row-wise
max-pooling on A to evaluate the relevance of each fact to
the instruction as:

αn = max{An,i}Mi=1 (2)
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The fact features are purified by the guidance of instruction-
aware attention as:

E
′

n = αnEn (3)

The purified visual region features R
′

n and history fea-
tures H

′

n are obtained in the same way.

3.3.2 Fact-aware Interaction Module

After obtaining the purified features, we use a multi-layer
cross-modal transformer for vision-fact interaction. Each
transformer layer consists of a cross-attention layer and a
self-attention layer. The cross-attention between visual fea-
tures and fact features is calculated as:

R̃n = CrossAttn(R
′

n, E
′

n) (4)

And then, R̃n are fed into the self-attention layer to obtain
the knowledge enhanced visual features R

′′

n. The history-
fact interaction is also conducted in this same way with
another multi-layer cross-modal transformer, forming the
knowledge enhanced history features H

′′

n .

3.3.3 Instruction-guided Aggregation Module

At last, we use the instruction-guided attention to aggregate
the vision-fact features into a contextual vector r̄n :

ηn = softmax(
(RnW3)(L0W4)

T

√
d

) (5)

r̄n =

K∑
i=1

ηn,iR
′′

n,i (6)

where W3 and W4 are learned parameters and d is the di-
mension of features, K is the number of sub-regions (i.e.,
K=5), L0 are the feature from the [CLS] token representing
the entire instruction. With the same mechanism, we aggre-
gate the history-fact features into h̄n. Then we use an FFN
to fuse r̄n and h̄n into the knowledge enhanced represen-
tations of view n, which are fed into the dual-scale graph
transformer [7] for action prediction.

3.4. Training and Inference

Pretraining. As demonstrated in [5, 7, 25], it is beneficial
to pretrain transformer-based VLN models. We utilize the
following four tasks to pretrain our KERM model.

1) Masked language modeling (MLM). We randomly
mask out the words of the instruction with a probability of
15%, and then the masked words Lm are predicted with the
corresponding contextual features.

2) Masked view classification (MVC). The MVC re-
quires the model to predict the semantic labels of masked
view images. We randomly mask out view images with a

probability of 15%. Similar to [7], the target labels for view
images are obtained by an image classification model [8]
pretrained on ImageNet.

3) Single-step action prediction (SAP). Given a demon-
stration path P ∗ and its partial P ∗

<t, the SAP loss in behav-
ior cloning is defined as follows:

LSAP =

T∑
t=1

−log p(at|L,P ∗
<t) (7)

where at is the expert action of P ∗
<t.

4) Object grounding (OG). OG is used when object an-
notations are available:

LOG = −log p(o∗|L,PD) (8)

where o∗ is the ground-truth object at the destination loca-
tion PD. More details are presented in the supplementary
materials.

Fine-tuning and Inference. For fine-tuning, we use the
imitation learning method [27] and the SAP loss LSAP .
Different from the pretrain process using the demonstra-
tion path, the supervision of fine-tuning is from a pseudo-
interactive demonstrator. It selects a navigable node as the
next target node with the overall shortest distance from the
current node to the destination. For tasks with object anno-
tations, we also use the object grounding loss LOG.

For inference, the model predicts an action at each step.
If the action is not the stop action, the agent performs this
action and moves to the predicted node, otherwise, the agent
stops at the current node. The agent will be forced to stop
if it exceeds the maximum action steps and then returns to
the node with maximum stop probability as its final predic-
tion. At the predicted location, the object with the highest
prediction score is selected as the target.

4. Experiment
4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

Datasets. We evaluate our model on the REVERIE [24],
SOON [36], and R2R [3] datasets. REVERIE con-
tains high-level instructions and the instructions contain 21
words on average. The predefined object bounding boxes
are provided for each panorama, and the agent should select
the correct object bounding box from candidates at the end
of the navigation path. The path length is between 4 and
7 steps. SOON also provides instructions that describe the
target locations and target objects. The average length of in-
structions is 47 words. However, the object bounding boxes
are not provided, while the agent needs to predict the center
location of the target object. Similar to the settings in [7],
we use object detectors [2] to obtain candidate object boxes.
The path length of SOON is between 2 and 21 steps. R2R
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Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the REVERIE dataset.

Methods Val Seen Val Unseen Test Unseen
Navigation Grounding Navigation Grounding Navigation Grounding

TL_ OSR^ SR^ SPL^ RGS^RGSPL^ TL_ OSR^ SR^ SPL^ RGS^RGSPL^ TL_ OSR^ SR^ SPL^ RGS^RGSPL^
Seq2Seq [3] 12.88 35.70 29.59 24.01 18.97 14.96 11.07 8.07 4.20 2.84 2.16 1.63 10.89 6.88 3.99 3.09 2.00 1.58
RCM [34] 10.70 29.44 23.33 21.82 13.23 15.36 11.98 14.23 9.29 6.97 4.89 3.89 10.60 11.68 7.84 6.67 3.67 3.14

VLNBERT [15] 13.44 53.90 51.79 47.96 38.23 35.61 16.78 35.02 30.67 24.90 18.77 15.27 15.68 32.91 29.61 23.99 16.50 13.51
AirBERT [12] 15.16 49.98 47.01 42.34 32.75 30.01 18.71 34.51 27.89 21.88 18.23 14.18 17.91 34.20 30.28 23.61 16.83 13.28

HOP [25] 13.80 54.88 53.76 47.19 38.65 33.85 16.46 36.24 31.78 26.11 18.85 15.73 16.38 33.06 30.17 24.34 17.69 14.34
HAMT [5] 12.79 47.65 43.29 40.19 27.20 15.18 14.08 36.84 32.95 30.20 18.92 17.28 13.62 33.41 30.40 26.67 14.88 13.08
DUET [7] 13.86 73.68 71.75 63.94 57.41 51.14 22.11 51.07 46.98 33.73 32.15 23.03 21.30 56.91 52.51 36.06 31.88 22.06

KERM-pt (Ours) 14.25 74.49 71.89 64.04 57.55 51.22 22.47 53.65 49.02 34.83 33.97 24.14 18.38 57.44 52.26 37.46 32.69 23.15
KERM (Ours) 12.84 79.20 76.88 70.45 61.00 56.07 21.85 55.21 50.44 35.38 34.51 24.45 17.32 57.58 52.43 39.21 32.39 23.64

provides step-by-step instructions and is not required to pre-
dict object locations. The average length of instructions is
32 words and the average length of paths is 6 steps.

Evaluation Metrics. We utilize the standard evaluation
metrics [3, 24] for VLN tasks to compare our method with
previous approaches, including (1) Trajectory Length (TL):
the agent’s average path length in meters; (2) Navigation
Error (NE): average distance in meters between the agent’s
final location and the target one; (3) Success Rate (SR):
the proportion of successfully executed instructions with the
NE less than 3 meters; (4) Oracle SR (OSR): SR given the
oracle stop policy; (5) SPL: SR penalized by Path Length.
For the REVERIE and SOON datasets that require object
grounding, we adopt metrics including (1) Remote Ground-
ing Success (RGS): proportion of successfully executed in-
structions; (2) RGSPL: RGS penalized by Path Length. Ex-
cept for TL and NE, all metrics are higher the better.

4.2. Implementation Details

4.2.1 Model Architectures

We adopt the pretrained CLIP-ViT-B/16 [26] to retrieve
facts for each view. For the fact-aware interaction mod-
ule, the number of layers for the cross-modal transformer
is set as 2, with a hidden size of 768. The parameters of this
module are initialized with the pretrained LXMERT [30].

We use the ViT-B/16 [8] pretrained on ImageNet to ex-
tract object features on the REVERIE dataset as it provides
bounding boxes. The BUTD object detector [2] is utilized
on the SOON dataset to extract object bounding boxes. For
the dual-scale graph transformer [7], the number of layers
for the language encoder, panorama encoder, coarse-scale
cross-modal encoder, and fine-scale cross-modal encoder
are set as 9,2,4 and 4, respectively. And the parameters are
also initialized with the pretrained LXMERT [30].

4.2.2 Training Details

For pretraining, we set the batch size as 16 using 4 NVIDIA
RTX3090 GPUs. For the REVERIE dataset, we combine
the original dataset with augmented data synthesized by
DUET [7] to pretrain our model with 100k iterations. Then
we fine-tune the pretrained model with the batch size of 2
for 20k iterations on 4 NVIDIA RTX3090 GPUs. For the
SOON dataset, we only use the original data with automat-
ically cleaned object bounding boxes, sharing the same set-
tings in DUET [7]. We pretrain the model with 40k itera-
tions. And then we fine-tune the pretrained model with the
batch size of 1 for 20k iterations on 4 NVIDIA RTX3090
GPUs. For the R2R dataset, additional augmented R2R data
in [13] is used in pretraining. We pretrain our model with
200k iterations. Then we fine-tune the pretrained model
with the batch size of 2 for 20k iterations on 4 NVIDIA
RTX3090 GPUs. For all the datasets, the best epoch is se-
lected by SPL on the val unseen split.

4.3. Comparison to State-of-the-Art Methods

Table 1,2,3 illustrate the results of our method on the
REVERIE, R2R and SOON datasets. Our approach
achieves state-of-the-art performance under most metrics on
all the seen/unseen splits of all three datasets, demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of the proposed model. In particular,
as shown in Table 1, our model outperforms the previous
DUET [7] by 5.52% on SR, 6.51% on SPL, and 4.93%
on RGSPL for val seen split of the REVERIE dataset. As
shown in Table 2 and 3, our approach also shows perfor-
mance gains on the R2R and SOON datasets, but not as
pronounced on the REVERIE dataset. It is mainly because
of the smaller size of data and more complex instructions,
which make the generalization ability of our knowledge en-
hancement method not fully exploited.

In addition, as shown in Table 1, we show the results
of our model with two training strategies. KERM de-
notes the full pipeline which is composed of pretraining
and fine-tuning. For KERM, our model is first pretrained
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Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the R2R dataset. † indicates reproduced results.

Methods Val Seen Val Unseen Test Unseen
TL_ NE_ SR^ SPL^ TL_ NE_ SR^ SPL^ TL_ NE_ SR^ SPL^

Seq2Seq [3] 11.33 6.01 39 - 8.39 7.81 22 - 8.13 7.85 20 18
AuxRN [37] - 3.33 70 67 - 5.28 55 50 - 5.15 55 51

PREVALENT [13] 10.32 3.67 69 65 10.19 4.71 58 53 10.51 5.30 54 51
EntityGraph [14] 10.13 3.47 67 65 9.99 4.73 57 53 10.29 4.75 55 52
VLNBERT [15] 11.13 2.90 72 68 12.01 3.93 63 57 12.35 4.09 63 57
AirBERT [12] 11.09 2.68 75 70 11.78 4.01 62 56 12.41 4.13 62 67

HOP [25] 11.26 2.72 75 70 12.27 3.80 64 57 12.68 3.83 64 59
HAMT [5] - - - - 11.46 2.29 66 61 12.27 3.93 65 60
DUET [7] - - - - 13.94 3.31 72 60 14.73 3.65 69 59
DUET† 12.30 2.28 78.84 72.89 13.94 3.31 71.52 60.42 14.74 3.65 69.25 58.68

KERM (Ours) 12.16 2.19 79.73 73.79 13.54 3.22 71.95 60.91 14.60 3.61 69.73 59.25

Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the val un-
seen split of the SOON dataset.

Method TL_ OSR^ SR^ SPL^ RGSPL^
GBE [36] 28.96 28.54 19.52 13.34 1.16
DUET [7] 36.20 50.91 36.28 22.58 3.75

KERM (Ours) 35.83 51.62 38.05 23.16 4.04

with augmented data, where the parameters are initialized
with LXMERT [30]. And then, it is fine-tuned with stan-
dard data. KERM-pt denotes the pipeline which only fine-
tunes our knowledge enhanced reasoning model with stan-
dard data, based on the baseline method (i.e., the pretrained
model in DUET [7]). Both models outperform the pre-
vious methods, further illustrating the effectiveness of the
proposed knowledge enhancement method. Then, with the
help of pretraining, KERM achieves better performance, re-
flecting that the generalization ability of our method can be
further strengthened by pretraining with larger data.

4.4. Further Analysis

Ablation Study. As shown in Table 4, we evaluate the im-
pact of the key components of our model on the val unseen
split of REVERIE. First, the results in row 2-4 are better
than row 1, which demonstrate that all these modules are
beneficial for navigation. Then, the results in row 5 are bet-
ter than row 2,3, validating the effect of the knowledge en-
hanced representations in the vision-fact interaction or the
history-fact interaction. Finally, the results in row 5 are bet-
ter than row 4, validating the effectiveness of purification
operations. With the purification, interaction, and aggrega-
tion modules, our method obtains the best performance.

Fact vs. Object. In order to illustrate that region-based
knowledge is superior to the object-centric information, we

Table 4. Ablation study results on val unseen split of the
REVERIE dataset. “Pur.” denotes the purification module. “VF-
Int.” and “HF-Int.” denote the vision-fact and history-fact interac-
tion module respectively.

Pur. VF-Int. HF-Int. OSR^ SR^ SPL^ RGS^ RGSPL^
51.07 46.98 33.73 32.15 23.03

✓ ✓ 53.78 49.33 35.01 33.80 23.89
✓ ✓ 53.53 48.96 34.70 33.63 23.58

✓ ✓ 54.01 49.43 34.79 33.22 23.80
✓ ✓ ✓ 55.21 50.44 35.38 34.51 24.45

Table 5. Comparison between fact and object.

OSR^ SR^ SPL^ RGS^ RGSPL^
Baseline 51.07 46.98 33.73 32.15 23.03
+ Object 54.27 49.73 33.95 33.91 23.40

+ Fact (KERM) 55.21 50.44 35.38 34.51 24.45

compare our method with the model utilizing object en-
hanced representations. Specifically, for each cropped re-
gion image, we use VinVL [35] to detect objects and take
five objects with the highest scores as substitutes for facts.
For fair comparison with retrieved facts, we prompt each
object label by adding “an image of a” before the label to
form a short sentence and then use CLIP-T to obtain object-
centric features. The purification module and fact-aware in-
teraction module are the same as the fact-based approach.
As shown in Table 5, we compare the baseline method and
the methods of adding object features and fact features on
the val unseen split of REVERIE. We can see that the object
features are beneficial to navigation, but they are still infe-
rior to fact representations. This is consistent with our as-
sumption that object tags are not sufficient to provide strong
generalization performance compared to facts which have a
much larger semantic feature space.
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KERM (Our)

Go to the bathroom of the bedroom on the left at the end of the hallway by the display cabinet and bring me the photo hanging on the wall opposite the shower door.

✔

✔
DUET

×

<artwork above cabinet>, <picture above cabinet>, <paneled cabinetwork>
<light brown kitchen cabinet> , <light wood paneling>

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Visualization of navigation examples. The sentence within the yellow box is the navigation instruction for the agent. (a) shows a
comparison where our KERM chooses the right location while the baseline model makes the wrong choice. (b) illustrates the weights for
the 25 facts after the fact purification when the agent navigates to the right location. The facts for the sub-region within the blue box are
annotated in red. The results show that our model can automatically select the relevant facts.

Table 6. The effect of the number of cropped sub-regions.

Number OSR^ SR^ SPL^ RGS^ RGSPL^
1 55.69 49.67 34.46 34.05 23.89
5 55.21 50.44 35.38 34.51 24.45
9 53.59 48.99 34.87 33.14 23.79

Number of Regions. As shown in Table 6, we explore
the impact of the number of cropped sub-regions on navi-
gation performance on the val unseen split of REVERIE. It
is demonstrated that the strategy of five sub-regions yields
the best results. It is mainly because fewer but larger
sub-regions are difficult to retrieve more fine-grained facts,
while more but smaller regions are too fragmented to con-
tain all the complete parts that can retrieve accurate facts.

4.5. Qualitative Results

Examples in the val unseen split of REVERIE are illus-
trated in Figure 4. The sentence within the yellow box is the
navigation instruction of these examples and the red color
words are the landmarks (e.g., “cabinet” and “shower door”)
or target objects (e.g., “photo”). Figure 4(a) shows an ex-
ample where our KERM chooses the correct navigation di-
rection by capturing the facts associated with the “cabinet”,
as shown in the left bottom of Figure 4(a). The baseline
model makes the wrong choice without the facts. The left of
Figure 4(b) shows the cropped region in the blue box where
target objects (i.e., objects belong to “photo”) are contained.
In the right of Figure 4(b), a heat map is utilized to visualize
the weight distribution after the purification process of the
25 facts mined from the target view image. Particularly, we
use red color to highlight the five facts only mined from the
region in the blue box. We can see that the facts annotated

in red contain the words related to the target object (i.e.,
“photo hanging on the wall opposite the shower door”) in
the navigation instruction, such as “photograph” and “bath-
room”. It is worth noting that these facts related to the target
object have almost the highest purification weights, which
demonstrates that our model can automatically select the
relevant facts, thus obtain better performance.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose KERM, a knowledge enhanced

reasoning model to improve the generalization ability and
performance for VLN. Our work utilizes a large number of
external fact descriptions to build a knowledge base and in-
troduces the CLIP model to retrieve the facts (i.e., knowl-
edge described by language descriptions) for view images.
We further design a knowledge enhanced reasoning ap-
proach with the process of purification, interaction, and ag-
gregation that automatically obtains contextual information
for action prediction. We illustrate the good interpretabil-
ity of KERM and provide case study in deep insights. Our
approach achieves excellent improvement on many VLN
tasks, demonstrating that leveraging knowledge is a promis-
ing direction in improving VLN and Embodied AI. For fu-
ture work, we will improve our KERM with larger training
data and employ it on VLN in continuous environments.
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